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an occasional 'bus    It was for us what the market
place was for Athens    Gossip had a free seat there,
and used to tell all of us who frequented it the Boar's
Hill news   what household had at last been able to
secure a servant, and why that rare bird of passage
lingered so briefly in our midst    I had lived so long
in towns and read so many books by clever men that at
first I thought disdainfully of gossip, but I soon dis
covered that though she took up so much room in the
'bus, she is a delightful companion   a wireless of the
countryside    She was especially welcome in the winter
months, for then life on Boar's Hill is apt to go into
cold storage    Unlit roads, which m those days had
no footpath, kept us at home of nights, but in summer we
would all emerge from our retreats, give each other
tennis parties and bathing parties,  we could take our
choice—mixed bathing in the lake which Sir Arthur
Evans had built, separation of the sexes and regulation
of the extent of our bathing-costumes in the more
decorous pools which Mr   Robey had made for our
delight    We were and remain a sylvan community
In the spring there would be bluebell parties    I once
gave one    The visitors were Londoneis   a mayor or so
and other civic  functionaries    They had  seen our
garden, and with increasing laggardhness were being
taken to see the bluebells in Bagley Wood    One of the
party chanced to be walking with the Professor, whom
he did not know    As they trailed along, he asked with
a world of pathos in his voice   "Do you care for this
sort of thing?"   "It's my trade," the Professor said
"I suppose you make them into jam?"  the visitor
queried
It was after this evidence of the distastefulness of
"nature study" to some town-bred folk that we
invented our now famous and popular way of showing
the garden to visitors Flights of stone steps descend
from the upper terrace near the house Below the
tertace a path joins them and leads away to other parts
of the garden A grey stone wall, full of rock plants,

